Reversal of Cancer by Dual Strategy?
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ABSTRACT

I present herewith a concise historic account of our development of the new technique for cancer therapy: Reversal of Cancer by Dual Strategy. This new method is based on the possible correction of the mitochondrial filamentation defect of tumors plus minor cytotoxicity addressed to the anoxic and fagocitic tumor’s redoubts, using the administration of the anticancer agents with a chrono-therapeutic emphasis on the patient’s mobility. Such methods probably will reach patients in the near future with the collaboration of private clinical trials mainly at least in the USA, Europe and Japan. Only the more essential references of this effort are provided.
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1. Introduction and Antecedents

That cancer can be reversed, is a familiar concept for those with clinical experience in treating cancerous tumors. Cancers in their evolution from the moment of detection until perhaps the patient’s death, suffer, on many occasions, accelerations, stabilizations or spontaneous partial regressions, whether they are not treated at all or whether they receive effective or ineffective treatments. The experienced clinical oncologist is frequently used to seeing these variations in the rhythm of tumors. Often they are paradoxical or on occasions they are related to psychic aspects or the social life of the patient, or other peculiarities of each case.

The concept of the possibility of increasing the potentiality or of inducing the cancerous cell towards its reversal, begins, at the experimental level, in 1971 with the works of the Puck, Pastan y Friend groups [1-3] when they observe that the cyclic AMP in epithelial cells in cultivation or dimethyl sulfoxide in leukemic cells in culture are capable of inducing a reverse transformation [4] or a normal differentiation [5]. These lines of work did not culminate in a clinical application, despite the experimental effort of various groups, first because those agents were not able to cure transplanted mice tumors, the key that was then obligatory in experimental cancerology in order to step from a drug to the clinic, or secondly, because they were compounds of great toxicity and a multitude of actions.

From 1975 to 1982, I put forward a new membrane hypothesis [6,7] “The Zipper Mechanism”, which postulated a close relationship of the plasma membrane with the nucleus and the cellular organelles through contractile microfilament systems. In this theoretical hypothesis the cellular differentiation would be measured through modifications of genetic expression, changes in cellular growth and variations of membrane properties which would be inducible using chelating agents that would act on respiratory complexes of the plasma membrane. Based on this hypothesis I proposed that the L-thioproline should be an inducer of the reverse transformation, and was able to demonstrate that this derivative of proline amino acid generates the restoration of contact inhibition in HeLa cells [8]. The recovery of inhibition of growth by contact in the cancerous cell was the most pronounced characteristic in the processes of reverse transformation which cyclic AMP causes [4].

Subsequent studies with several collaborators initially demonstrated that under adequate experimental conditions Sodium L-thioproline at least:
1) Induces a reduction in the growth rate of several cellular lines without causing cellular death;
2) This diminution of cellular growth is accompanied by a morphological change, characteristic, to bigger and longer cellular forms;
3) The morphological change is accompanied by an
enrichment of the cells with contractile microtubules and microfilaments which appear better organized;

4) The treated cultures present a great reduction in cellular saturation density. So they recover the growth inhibition by cellular contact;

5) The cells so modified by thioproline present an isoenzimatic change of at least two enzymes of the glycolysis, pyruvate kinase and the phosphofructokinase, to less neoplastic forms, a fact that is accompanied by a decrease in lactic acid production and glucose consumption. Aerobic glycolysis is a key characteristic of cancerous cells;

6) The mitochondria of modified cells degenerate and present uncoupled oxidative phosphorylation;

7) The modified cells have more cellular communication couplings, more water, more proteins and less DNA. Their synthesis of RNA, DNA and proteins is less and sodium transportation is 10 times smaller.

All this data suggested to me that the treatment of cultures of neoplastic cells with thioproline produces a cellular modification towards normality and makes the cells unviable in culture [9]. The mitochondrial degeneration was not explained at that time, 1983.

2. Reversal of Cancer and Quelamycin

Reversal of Cancer by Dual Strategy

In January 1980, The Lancet published a clinical study with thioproline [10]. This pilot test, not controlled, threw up a number of complete regressions in a peculiar and rare type of patients, epidermoid cancers, well differentiated of head and neck with pulmonary metastasis. The type of person suited to follow the effects of a cancer reversal agent to normality [10]. The attention generated by the first of this type of compounds that had generated clinical efficiency in humans created a controversy which made The Lancet publish an editorial requesting more clinical testing [11]. But the suggested therapeutic activity was not corroborated [12,13].

I had developed, with funding from the United States National Cancer Institute, my first citotoxic for the anoxic redoubts of tumors, quelamycin, which apparently was better than adriamycin because the cardiotoxicity was decreased, among other things, forming the ferric complex. Quelamycin shows a good initial clinical interest [14]. But its manufacture could not be considered, at that time, by pharmaceutical companies because the minimum fraction of free iron accompanying the formulation following the liofilization of the complex could not be determined except by a theoretical calculation. Although we provided a possible better formulation and some negative cardiac biopsies [14] and a chemical study on the nature of this metallic complex, its production was finally not considered appropriate for pharmacies [15].

With thioproline and its first analogue we introduced some controlled clinical testing [16], in addition to the proposal of possible synergies if the compounds were combined with quelamycin and derivatives [17,18]. At that time, the 1990-1992 biennium, the concept of reversal of cancer by dual strategy was born. The combination of modifying agents towards reversal to normality with citotoxics aimed at the anoxic and fagocitic redoubts of the tumors.

With quelamycin I suggested also the possibility of making derivatives with activated oxygen in order to make a stable compound that could be combined with its derivatives and with the reversal agents, with a chronotherapeutic emphasis on the patient’s mobility [19] because after detailed scrutiny I found that the difference of positive and negative clinical trials was due surely to the different times of administering the agents.

I was concerned with the thioproline irreproducibility perhaps because there could be diverse kinds of causes to explain the disagreements [20] but the exact moment to administer thioproline emerged as the most important in that irreproducibility in 1992 [19]. Due to that I developed, over the following years, studies on thioproline mechanism of action, discovering its effects on mitochondrial filamentation [21], which culminated in explaining the suspected requirement of administering thioproline and its analogues at the moment of awakening and quelamycin and its derivatives at bed time [19].

As had always been done with the Spanish clinical assays [14,16], once when this was performed thus in this way, by chance, in the first pilot studies, which produced unexpected result. Naturally this was necessary, I at last know so now, so as to be able induce the due correction of the mitochondrial filamentation defect of cancer [21].

3. Conclusion

I have recently proposed that Mitochondrial Filamentation could be considered a new molecular target and proposed a multinational clinical study of this new technique. The targets of this therapeutic modality could be the global component of all human cancers: The respiratory defect of mitochondrial filamentation plus the anoxic and fagocitic cellular bastions of human tumors [21].

A review of our studies on the aerobic glycolysis of the tumoral cells was published recently on-line [22]. And also a concise account of the methods to be developed for some future possible applications of mitochondrial filamentation was also published [23]. A summary of my life of research and thinking between cancer and mitochondria entitled Cancer Reversal and Mitochondrial Filamentation will be presented to another Journal concomitantly with this paper.
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